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Abstract .

Protection systems are complex, incorporating different types of equipment - protection
and auxiliary relays, interlocks, data transmission and storage devices, etc. These
systems must comply with requirements for reliability, due to the fact that they protect
equipment with very high cost - generators, unit&house-load transformers and many
other power system components as transmission lines, distribution systems etc.
Ensuring the reliability of such a system is very serious task and problem from
exploitation, project and economical point of view. This paper describes the use of fault
tree analysis as method for analyzing the reliability of protection systems, and especially
the unit protection systems. * . .

Introduction

Fault tree evaluation method is tool, which is widely used for reliability analysis.
Generally two types of results are obtainable by fault tree evaluation: qualitative and
quantitative.

Qualitative results
• The minimal cut sets of the fault tree;

« Qualitative component importances;
• Minimal cut sets potentially
susceptible to common cause failures

Combinations of component failures causing system
failure . .
Qualitative ranking of contribution to system failure
Minimal cut set potentially susceptible to a single failure
cause

Quantitative results
• Absolute probabilities
• Quantitative importance of the • ,
components and minimal cut sets
• Sensitivity and relative probability
evaluations

Probabilities of system and cut set failures
Quantitative rankings of contribution to system failure

Effects of changes in models and data, error
determinations

The qualitative importances give "qualitative ranking" of each component with regard to
its contribution to system failure. The quantitative importances give the percentage of
time that system failure is caused by a particular component failure.

For making comparative analysis for different system configurations, and for analyzing
reliability in general when order of magnitude results are satisfactory, the constant
failure rate per hour model for the system components can be applied. When this
method is used are considered only failure probability models of the components! The
method does not apply when time dependent effects have to be taken in account.

Constant Failure Rate Per Hour Model

When Constant Failure Rate Per Hour Model is used, the failures of the component are
modeled as having a constant failure rate - X. For this model It is assumed that failure
probabilities are directly related to component exposure time. For the X model, the
resulting first failure probability distributions are exponential distributions. The probability
that the component suffers its first failure within time period t, given initially working, is:
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In reliability terminology F(t) is called component unreliability (cumulative probability
distribution). The complementary quantity to F(t) is called according to statistical
terminology complementary cumulative probability and in accordance to reliability
terminology is called reliability R(t). R(t) is the probability of no failure in time period t.

The density function denoted by f(t) is the derivative of F(t). The quantity f(t)At, where At
approaches to zero, is the probability that the component does not fail in time period t
but then does fail in some small interval At about t.

For the exponential distribution, the density function f(t) is:

The constant failure rate model is so named because a formal calculation of the time-
dependent failure rate X(t) simply gives the constant value X. For estimating the certain
system the analysis needs to obtain the X value for each component on the respective
fault tree.
For the practical using of the fault tree method are needed some general assumptions:

• In general failures can be separated in two groups: repairable and nonrepairable.
For estimation of relay protections the failures can be regarded as nonrepairable-
typically protection devices are replaced as soon as possible with spare and than
repaired. (It is also assumed that if component is repaired, it restores its initial state
characteristics.)
• The replacement needs some time, which can be denoted as d - it gives the total
time during which the component is unavailable for operation.
• The value of X for power system components in general must be taken separately
for two cases: 'component in operation' and 'component in stand-by mode'. For relay
protection systems such separation is not possible, due to the fact, that for a protection
system the typical operation mode is to be in "stand-by" position.

The cumulative distribution for the downtime denoted by G(d) is defined as follows:

G(d) = the probability that the downtime will be less than d.

G(d) can be obtained from experience data on repairs/events and completely defines
the repair/replacement process for a quantitative evaluation.

If q(t) is the component unavailability it can be defined as:

q(t) = the probability that the component is down at time t and unable to operate.

1 - q(t) is the component availability and the probability that component is able to
operate.
For exponential distribution, the unavailability q(t) can be simply given by the
approximation:

q(t)sXt
The equation below gives connection between the unavailability, and some parameters
characterizing a single device (component) or a system.

T
q = AT = where: q is unavailability

MTBF ^ j s constant characterizing the failure rate of component
T is the down time per failure
MTBF = 1/X - Mean Time Between Failures

Some other time interval parameters concerning the availability are as follows:
RFDT - Relay Failure Detection Time
MTTF 7 Mean Time To Failure
MTTR - Mean Time To Repair

Strictly defined T = RFDT + MTTR. Practically in case of digital protection system
with self-monitoring and self-test functions, we can assume T MTTR.



If RFDT is not accounted MTBF = MTTF + MTTR, but for approximation it is
possible to use MTBF = MTTF.
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Fig. 1 Graphical presentation of some of the time-interval parameters
used for availability assessment

Purpose

The purpose of this paper is to introduce the fault tree analysis method, and especially
the constant failure rate per hour model, as a tool for making reliability assessment of
unit protection system. This method can be used to estimate the impact of the main
factors and means, to "create" and improve the reliability:

1. Protection scheme
2. Protection principles
3. Quality of relays
4. Genera! working conditions for relays
5. The setting of the relays
6. The maintenance of the relays
7. Maintenaning of adequate working conditions for the relays when the network is

extended or altered
8. Maintenaning of adequate settings of the relays when the network is extended or

altered

Some of the mentioned above factors can take place directly in a fault tree construction,
and some can be accounted indirectly. The proper reliability assessment of unit
protection system results in safe unit operation, reduced number of primary equipment
failures, reducing the unit outage time caused by incorrect protection actions etc.

Fault tree construction
Fault tree diagrams are constructed to model the system, which is being analyzed. The
fault tree includes only the system parts (components), which influence the probability of
particular event. In order to investigate the reliability of a relay protection system this
event can be generalized as "Relay protection fails to clear fault". Example for fault tree
structure is given on Figure 2.
Besides the used in the example fault tree on Figure 2, there are some more symbols
used to present the fault tree elements - components, events, gates, conditions, etc. In
general the symbols are grouped in the following way:
• Primary&lntermediate events: basic event, conditioning event, undeveloped event,
external event, intermediate event.
• Gate symbols: 'and1, 'or', 'exclusive or', 'priority and', 'inhibit'.
• Transfer symbols: 'Transfer in' and 'Transfer out".
The fault tree logical construction gerferally is similar to the real "physical" electric
scheme. That allows the fault tree method to be used for base of "stand by" supervision
of complex power structures, and especially for digital relay protection systems,
instrumental and control schemes.



On Figure 2 is shown simplified protection system
consisting of two protection devices connected to
common IT transformer and auxiliary power
supply. The fault tree presented on Figure 3 is
constructed with top event selected to
characterize the availability of the protection
system. The availability of the protection system
should be calculated according to the fault tree
configuration as follows:

Trip command

Pr.Prot.
Device

Red. Prat.
Device

|Aux. Power Supply

Figure 2.

Relay protection fails to
clear fault

Top Event Abbreviations of the basic events:

Intermediate

event

Basic Events

PRF
RRF
BF
WF
ITF

APSF

Primary Relay Failure
Redundancy Relay Failure
Breaker failure
Wiring Failure
Instrumental Transformer
Failure
Auxiliary Power Supply
Failure

Figure 3. Fault tree for simplified protection system

Conclusions:

1. Fault tree analysis can be used for comparison between different configurations of a
relay protection system. The impact of each protection function/principle can be
estimated.

2. It is possible to use fault tree analysis for estimating the influence of the availability
of a single component on the availability of a complex structure. For plant unit this
component can be a primary one - for instance circuit breaker, or secondary -
protection device, etc.
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